The paper deals with discrete-time regression models to analyze multistate -multiepisode models for event history data or failure time data collected in follow-up studies, retrospective studies, or longitudinal panels. The models are applicable if the events are not dated exactly but only a time interval is recorded. The models include individual specific parameters to account for unobserved heterogeneity. The explanatory variables may be time-varying and random with distributions depending on the observed history of the process. Different estimation procedures are considered: Estimation of structural as well as individual specific parameters by maximization of a joint likelihood function, estimation of the structural parameters by maximization of a conditional likelihood function conditioning on a set of sufficient statistics for the individual specific parameters, and estimation of the structural parameters by maximization of a marginal likelihood function assuming that the individual specific parameters follow a distribution. The advantages and limitations of the different approaches are discussed.
Introduction
Event history or failure time data are collected in follow-up studies, retrospective studies, and sometimes in longitudinal panels. The data record qualitative changes over time in some important variables. The main purpose of the statistical analysis of such event histories or failure times is to investigate thetimeit takes before a certain event occurs. Examples are job changes, changes in residence, lay-offs, births, marriages, divorces, deaths, etc. In addition, it is important to evaluate the association of exposure, treatment and prognostic factors with the distribution of time until the event occurs.
Sometimes there is only one episode or spell for each individual measuring the time interval between an initial event and a termination event.
This applies in particular to survival analysis where the detection of a disease is the initial event and the patient's death is the termination event. In other applications of these methods individuals can experience repeatable events or failures and moreover, these events or failures may be of various kinds. This leads to general multiepisode -multistate models and the successive episodes represent durations in different states.
For the statistical analysis of such dynamic processes hazard rate models can be used where the hazard rate depends on independent variables. The statistical theory of duration data using hazard rate models is described by Kalbfleisch and Prentice (1980) , Lawless (1982) , Cox and Oakes (1984) , Tuma and Hannan (1984) , Blossfeld, Hamerle and Mayer (1986) and others. Hamerle (1984) surveys applications of duration models in different areas and considers a general approach in the multistate -multiepisode case. Hujer and Schneider (1986) Hanefeld (1984) ). Other applications are in medical work when patients are followed up and detailed information on each patient is collected at fixed intervals, or in sociological research when attention is given to qualitative changes that occur in specific time intervals.
If there are only a few time intervals or if the time units are large then many failures are reported at the same time and the number of ties becomes high. Then, strictly speaking, continuous-time techniques are inappropriate (Cox and Oakes, 1984, p. 99/100) . Some continuous-time methods, especially the partial likelihood estimation procedure for Cox's Proportional Hazards model (see e.g. Kalbfleisch and Prentice, 1980, ch. 4 ) make use of the temporal order in which the failures or events occur and they cannot be applied directly when the data include tied observations. In the presence of ties an approximate partial likelihood function is widely used (Breslow, 1974) . But when the number of ties becomes high, this approximation yields severely biased estimates (Cox and Oakes, 1984, p.103, Kalbfleisch and Prentice, 1980, p. 74/75) . Kalbfleisch and Prentice (1980) , p.75, emphasize that there is some asymptotic bias in both the estimation of the regression coefficients and in the estimation of its covariance matrix. This applies not only to the Cox model but also to fully parametrized specifications of the hazard rate. Moreover, the papers which deal with the derivation of the asymptotic properties of the estimators in hazard rate models (see e.g. Andersen and Gill (1982) , Borgan (1984) ) assume that ties only occur with zero probability.
In such situations discrete-time models are more suited for the analysis of failure time data. Several authors, including Thompson (1977) , Prentice and Gloeckler (1978) , Mantel and Hankey (1978) , Allison (1982) , Aranda-Ordaz (1983) , Laird and Olivier (1981) , Hamerle (1985) , have studied discrete-time regression models for failure time data. Here we present a different approach and consider the general case where individuals can experience many events or failures as time goes on and the events or failures may be of multipl6 kinds. In addition to the failure times and types of failures of an individual some concomittant information on explanatory variables or prognostic factors is included in the model to study the relationships between these variables and failures. The covariates may be time dependent and random with distributions depending on the observed experimental history. The covariate process may include fixed and 'external' time dependent as well as 'internal' time dependent covariates (see Kalbfleisch and Prentice, 1980, ch.5.2) . The models also contain individual specific parameters. The role of the individual specific components is to control for unobserved heterogeneity, e.g. for omitted variables. The regression coefficients which are common to all of the individuals in the sample may be time varying, i.e. they may depend on the time intervals. Here we present several discrete-time hazard rate regression models and discuss their advantages and limitations. We derive unconditional, conditional and marginal estimation procedures where our concern is with the regression parameters Bt, the structural parameters of the model.
We refer to related work by Heckman (1981a Heckman ( , 1981b , Chamberlain (1980 Chamberlain ( ,1985 , Arjas (1984) and Arjas and Haara (1986 can also be incorporated. Our approach differs from the one considered by Arjas and Haara in that they use a binary logistic model and do not include individual specific parameters in their model. They derive asymptotic results for the estimated regression coefficients as the number of time intervals tends to infinity. Here we assume that observation time is finite and that there is a reasonable number of study subjects. Asymptotic properties here always concern the case where the number of study subjects tends to infinity. Let M(zi(t)) denote the set of attainable states from state zi(t ) ordered in some way. Then we define the random variables Dik(t ) as follows = 11 if individual i moves to state k in time interval t Dik(t)
Furthermore, let Di(t ) be the vector variable {Dik(t): k~M(zi(t))}"
The history of the process up to time interval t is given by
. J), s~t} and (2.4)
Gtj : Ft_ I u {Rj(t), (Xi(t), icRj(t))}, j=1 ..... J; t=l ..... T, F t including and Gtj excluding the events which happen in time interval t. F ~ is assumed to represent initial information. If no initial information is available, we can take Fo=~.
The observation process is given by {(Rj(t),(Di(t),Xi(t),icRj(t)) , j=1 ..... J), t=1,2 .... }. Consider then a partially specified statistical model for the obser vation process. Especially we specify the conditional distributions of Di(t), given Gtj. It is assumed that the conditional distributions P(Di(t)IGtj ) depend on the linear predictor B k'Xi(t) + e i, where Bjk are parameter vectors common to all of the individuals and e i are individual specific parameters. The B t jk may depend on the origin state, the destination state, and the time interval t.
Several model specifications are possible. A dynamic form of the discretetime logistic regression model is given by n exp(B~k'Xi(t)+ei )Dik(t)
A multivariate probit specification for P(Di(t)IGtj ) can also be used instead of (2.5).
Alternative specifications arise if the discreteness of the failure time data is due to the grouping of data from an underlying continuous distribution. One can start with the continuous-time hazard rate or distribution of failure times and then derive discrete-time hazard rates and distributions for grouped data. In general this involves integrals of the density function over the grouping intervals and computations may become laborious but in some cases derivation of the distribution for the grouped model is tractable. Consider for example a proportional hazards model where the transition specific hazard rate for an individual being in state j is given by
(for uniqueness set one of the Yjk'S equal to zero; the covariates are assumed to be time independent). Then it can be shown that the conditional probabilities P(Di(t)IGtj ) are
where cij k : exp(Yjk+Sj~Xi+ei). The ~ojt in (2.6) are given by a t ~ojt = exp(-S ~oj(U) du)
at-1 where at_ 1 and a t denote lower and upper bound of time interval t (%=0).
(2.6) may be generalized to include time dependent covariates.
The individual specific parameters are included to account for the effect of unobserved variables (unobserved heterogeneity). A convenient approach is to assume a parametric distribution for the heterogeneity component e i The history of the process up to time t is defined analogously, dropping the subscript j in Gtj because there is only one state. The conditional probabilities P(Di(t)IGt) are again assumed to be functions of a linear predictor Bt'Xi(t ) and individual specific parameters e i.
A probit specification of the conditional probabilities is
where Q(o) is the distribution function of the standard normal distribution. A logistic regression model is given by
Other specifications arising from the grouping of a continuous-time model can also be used.
A two-state model
If there are only two states z I and z 2 of interest, e.g. employed -unemployed, then we define the indicator variables Yi(t) as before and random variables Di1(t ) and Di2(t ) according to (2.3). The parameter vector B 2 describes the influence of the covariates or prognostic factors on the conditional transition probabilities P(Di2(t)IGt) from state z I to state z 2, whereas the parameter vector B 1 represents the regression coefficients for the transition from state z 2 to state z I.
Probit and logit specifications are given by
Yi(t).
Sojourn time in a given state
A special case which is important for practical situations arises if interest is restricted to a certain state and if we investigate the exit rate from this state. Here the end of the first episode is not necessarily the beginning of the second episode and the end of the second episode is usually not the beginning of the third, etc. For example, the successive employment spells of a person can be interrupted by unemployment, further education, illness, etc. In our general model we take this into account by restricting the risk set and the random variables Di(t ) on the state under consideration. Yi(t) and Di(t ) are defined as follows Ii if individual i is at risk at the beginning of time Yi(t ) = interval t and zi(t)=z otherwise ,
Di(t ) :
if individual i leaves state z in time interval t otherwise .
Specifications of the conditional transition probabilities P(Di(t)IGt) are as described in (3.1) and (3.2).
Maximum likelihood estimation
The present section deals with the maximum likelihood estimation of the unknown parameters based on the general model derived in section 2. First we evaluate a general expression for the likelihood of the observation process which corresponds to data collected up to time interval T. In order to keep such a likelihood expression in a manageable form we restrict the way in which the law of the process is allowed to depend on the parameters B and e. The assumptions generalize those of Arjas (1984) .
The resulting likelihood function represents a joint likelihood function for the structural parameters and the individual specific parameters as well. One disadvantage is that structural and individual specific parameters cannot be estimated consistently from the joint likelihood function if the number of time intervals is small. Therefore, our next step is to derive a conditional likelihood given a suitable sufficient statistic for the individual specific parameter. This conditional likelihood does not depend on the individual parameters and the structural parameters can be estimated by maximizing the conditional likelihood function. However, the conditional approach only applies to the logistic representation of the conditional transition probabilities. In the last section we investigate the random effect approach which is applicable for all specifications of the conditional transition probabilities if the distribution of the individual specific parameters is known.
From the resulting likelihood expression it becomes clear that the estimation procedures are also applicable if some of the first episodes are left-censored.
The joint likelihood function
The observation process for the general model of section 2 is {(Rj(t), (Di(t), Xi(t), icRj(t)), j=1 .... J), t=l ..... T} , corresponding to data collected up to time T, and the likelihood is the joint probability of the observation process. Using some properties of conditional probabilities it can be shown that L(B,e) = n P((Rj(t), (Di(t), Xi(t ), icRj(t)), j=1 ..... J)IFt_l ). (4.1) t<T Now we impose the following assumption.
Assumption 1
For each t and (B,O) the random variables (Rj(t), (Di(t), Xi(t), icRj(t)), j=1,...,J, are conditionally independent, given Ft_ 1.
The assumption concerns the conditional independence between the risk sets respectively the individuals who constitute the risk sets. This assumption is likely to hold in practice. Then the likelihood function is given by J L(B,e) = n n (t), t) icRj(t))IFt_l) t<T j=l P(Rj(t), (D i Xi( ,
The second term on the right hand side of (4.2) is the joint probability of Rj(t), the individuals at risk in state j during time interval t, and the covariates {Xi(t ), icRj(t)) measured for these individuals, conditional on the history Ft_ 1. In the following we assume that this probability, given Ft_ 1, does not depend on B and 0.
Assumption 2
For each t, the conditional distribution of (Rj(t), (Xi(t), icRj(t)), j=1 ..... J, given Ft_ I, does not depend on B ande.
The assumption states that, given the knowledge contained in Ft_ 1, knowing also the values of Rj(t) and{Xi(t ), iERj(t)} does not contain additional information about 6 and e. Note that in the case where the random variables Rj(t) govern the right censoring of the individuals the assumption implies that such censoring is noninformative (see Kalbfleisch and Prentice (1980) , ch. 5.2). For a further discussion of the assumptions see Arjas (1984) .
If the assumption does not hold, the likelihood expressions mentioned below can be considered as partial likelihood functions (see Cox (1975) ). Otherwise, it becomes necessary to specify the conditional probabilities in the second term on the right hand side of (4.2).
In addition we impose a third assumption which is strictly connected to assumption 1.
Assumption 3
For each risk set Rj(t), j=1 ..... J, t=l ..... T, and for each (B,e) the random variables Di(t ), icRj(t), are conditionally independent, given Gtj.
Assumption 3 again states a conditional independence assumption between the individuals in the sample.
Then the relevant factor of the likelihood which is again denoted by L(B,e) becomes proportional to the expression L(B,e) : n n n P(Di(t)IGtj) (4.3) t<_T j ieRj(t)
The conditional probabilities on the right hand side of (4.3) have still to be specified. For this purpose we can use one of the models discussed in the previous sections.
But if we use (4.3) as a joint likelihood function for the parameters B and e, a difficulty arises. The parameters 6 and e cannot be estimated consistently from this joint likelihood if the number T of time intervals is finite. The reason is that the number of individual specific parameters increases with sample size. Andersen (1973, p. 68-71) considers the binary logit model with T=2 and one structural parameter B. He shows that plim = 26. The same result is obtained for any symmetric distribution, not just the logistic one. Heckman (1981b, p. 187) gives an heuristic argument. He points out that the roots of the likelihood equations involve the joint solution of structural and individual specific parameters.
Since estimators of e i are necessarily inconsistent, if T is finite, the inconsistency of the estimator for the individual specific parameters is then transmitted to the estimator for the structural parameters. 
A conditional likelihood function
Our next step is to derive an alternative approach using a conditional likelihood function. The key idea is to base the likelihood function on the conditional distribution of the data, conditioning on a set of sufficient statistics for the individual parameters. But this approach only applies to the logistic model. For this model a sufficient statistic for the individual specific parameter is given by t i N i : Z Z Dik(t) (4.4) t=l k where ti=max{t: Yij(t)=1 for some jc{1 ..... J}}. N i is the number of completed spells of individual i.
We consider the conditional probability
Since the event counts Di(t ) are part of the event which defines the condition in (4.5), we rewrite (4.5) as the quotient The probability in the nominator of (4.6) is given by (4.3) multiplied by a factor which does not depend on the parameters because of assumptions 1 to 3. Substitution of the logistic representation (2.5) for the conditional probabilities P(Di(t)IGtj ) into (4.3) yields n L(B,O) : n n n t<T j i=l exp(2B)u'X~(t) + e i ~Dik(t)Yij(t)) k J~ " Dik(t)Yij(t)
j Z ~Dik(t)Yij(t)) exp(z Z z Bjk'Xi(t)Yij(t) Dik(t) + e i tjk
The probability in the denominator of (4.6) is given by exp(z z ZB~k'X.(t)Y..(t)Dik(t ) + miNi) n t j k j i 13
and the conditional likelihood function which is denoted by CL(B) is obtained by dividing (4.7) by (4.8)
The conditional likelihood function (4.9) only depends on the structural parameters B, and does not depend upon the individual specific parameters.
Hence standard asymptotic theory applies. The conditional ML-estimator of B is consistent and asymptotically normally distributed provided that the individual parameters and the conditional likelihood function satisfy regularity conditions (see Andersen 1973) .
Note that i.ndividuals with Ni=O or Ni=t i where ti=max{t: Yij(t)=l for some jc{1 ..... J}} do not contribute any information to the conditional likelihood (4.9), since for these values of N i nominator and denominator on the right hand side of equation (4.9) are equal. Therefore, the number of individuals who have one or more completed spells should be at least moderate.
We must keep in mind that the conditional likelihood method is only helpful in a logit model. It is not generally possible to find minimum sufficient statistics for the individual specific parameters which are independent of the structural parameters and which have a smaller dimension than the sample size. This is possible if the distribution is a member of the exponential family like the logistic parametrization of the multinomial distribution. Therefore, conditional likelihood methods are not a general approach in fixed effect models, but if the logistic represent-ation is appropriate, the conditional approach has some advantages. It does not require a specification for the distribution of e. If one makes such an assumption, the distribution of the heterogeneity 8 conditional on the observed covariates X is needed, and in general this should be allowed to depend upon the observed covariates. If there was omitted variable bias before introducing B, and if one mistakenly models e as independent of X, then the resulting estimator based on the 'marginal'
likelihood (see next section) will also be biased. The fixed effect approach presented here has the advantage of allowing for a very general relationship between 8 and X.
Note that the appropriateness of the logistic representation can in principle be tested by one of the specification tests for the multinomial logit model described by Hausman and McFadden (1984) in a choice theoretic context.
A marginal likelihood function
In this section we discuss an alternative approach assuming that the indi- Note that in this approach the population distribution G(O) is assumed to be known except for a finite number of parameters. Furthermore, if e i and Xi(t ) are correlated, we have to specify the joint distribution of (Bi,Xi') in order to obtain consistent estimates of structural parameters. A convenient possibility in analogy to the linear model case is to assume that the dependence is only via a linear regression function (Chamberlain (1980 (Chamberlain ( , 1984 )
where Xi'=(Xi(1)', .... X(ti7 ), t i as defined in (4.4), and where ~i is independent of X i. We assume that the ~i are independent and identically distributed with distribution function H(E). Substitution of (4.12) into (4.10) and (4.11) yields a marginal likelihood function which is appropriate if the heterogeneit~component is correlated with the observed covariates. This seems to be rather the rule than the exception.
For illustration let us consider the special case described in section 3.1 with the probit specification (3.1). Then, allowing for correlation between B i and X i and using (4.12) the marginal likelihood function is given by (the parameter vector determining H(E) is denoted by ~) n T ML(6,~) = n S n n {~((Bt'Xi(t)+~'Xi+~)(2Di(t)-l))}Yij(t)dH(E) (4.13) i=1 t=l j
Note that sometimes identification problems may arise especially if the parameters B are assumed to be time independent.
Finally we mention alternative approaches of Liang and Zeger (1986) and Stiratelli, Laird and Ware (1984) . with suitable defined matrices X i and Z i, and at stage 2 they assume that ~i is multivariate normal with expectation 0 and covariance matrix X.
These assumptions define a general mixed model for the logits of the response probabilities and one could try to carry over this model into the event history or failure time context using the EM algorithm or empirical Bayes strategies for estimation.
